Bottom-up initiatives and revival in the face of rural decline: Case studies from China and Sweden
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A B S T R A C T

It is necessary for rural communities to meet conditions of decline, including depopulation, with effective strategies for rural revival and revitalisation. Based on Hirschman’s ‘exit–voice’ theory, this paper investigates the way in which local stakeholders respond to processes of rural depopulation. Case studies undertaken in Xiaoguan village in China and in Åre in Sweden reveal the effectiveness of bottom-up revitalization initiatives in combating rural decline. We show how local stakeholders’ strong “voices” in these places—which called for improved living conditions and increased job opportunities—held an important role in carrying out revitalisation initiatives. We highlight the importance of not only reviving economies but also creating desirable rural lifestyles. Our findings also emphasize the need for bottom-up initiatives to align with government policy and regional development plans.
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1. Introduction

The twentieth century constitutes a period of massive change—from the introduction of automobile to commercial air travel to the development of computer technologies, we have seen technology bring about shifts which have dramatically influenced the course of human life. Few changes have been as significant as the dramatic shift of population from rural to urban areas globally (Wood, 2008). To give some idea of the scope of this movement, we only have to look to the United States: whilst most Americans lived in rural communities in 1900, by the turn of the present century more than 80% of the population lived in urban areas. Similar trends can be seen in the countries of Europe since 1900, with rural depopulation accelerating in recent decades. According to the United Nations, the rural population of Europe fell from 207.3 million in 1985 to 192.8 million in 1995, and is projected to fall to 128.4 million by 2025.1 The rural decline which accompanies these processes of rural depopulation and urbanization can be seen in a drastic reduction in the quantity and quality of services available to rural citizens, an aging population, an articulated desire amongst young people to permanently leave rural areas, and the concomitant closure of schools in rural areas.

Unlike the countries of the developed world—countries like the US and Sweden, where urbanization often takes place at the expense of cities at lower levels in the urban hierarchy (Bontje, 2004; Schilling and Logan, 2008)—in the developing world, urbanization still takes place predominantly at the expense of the countryside (Westlund, 2014). As a result, the “hollowing out” of the countryside has become a widespread concern in many developing countries (Carr and Kefalas, 2009). The world’s largest nation, China, has seen a mass migration of peasants to cities and an urbanization rate that has increased from 10.6% in 1949 to 52.6% in 2012; this development has induced challenges such as labour shortages, industrial recessions, a lack of infrastructure, loss of cultural heritage, and social conflicts (Liu et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2011; Long et al., 2011, 2012). The once self-sufficient villages have become hollowed out by these developments and many areas of rural China now exist in a state of decay.

“Counterurbanization”, a “rural renaissance” was noted in many developed economies in the 1970s (Beale, 1975; Berry, 1976;
Champion, 1988) and the trend has been visible also thereafter in certain periods and areas. Countries that experienced this trend include the US (Nelson et al., 2010), the UK (Phillips et al., 2008), Australia (Gilson et al., 2005), New Zealand (Freeman and Cheyne, 2008), Sweden (Borgegård et al., 1995; Westlund, 2002) and Spain (Solana-Solana, 2010). Through this process, wealthy urban residents who were driven by a desire to escape the city and to connect to an idealised rural space became a key source of rural population growth (Nelson and Nelson, 2010).

Compared to the post-industrial countries of the developed world, China is currently undergoing rapid industrialization and urbanization, and Chinese cities still constitute the core areas for the agglomeration of resources like labour, capital, material and information (Li, 2012; Li and Zhang, 2013). Although the suburbanization witnessed in China in the late 1990s somewhat slowed the pace of rural depopulation (Zhou and Ma, 2000), this slowing predominantly reflected a form of urban expansion which urbanized suburban villages. Middle and upper-class urban residents who relocated to the suburbs were able to retain their jobs, and thus their business and social connections, whilst making use of better services and infrastructure than those available in the countryside (Li, 2011). Given these dynamics, rural decline is most pertinent in relation to smaller rural communities that are far away from urban areas. No real “rural renaissance” or “counterurbanization” has been seen in China to date.

Migration from the countryside to cities is a natural component of urbanization and industrialization. These processes bring economic benefits but also induce a range of social and environmental problems if the increased population mobility that drives them is achieved through a trade-off with increasing urban-rural inequality. For the world’s largest country, the depopulation of rural areas has not only lead to severe social problems but also increasingly represents a threat to food security. Whilst other countries might solve issues of shortage through increasing their reliance on imports, China is prevented from such action due to the massive increase in global food prices such a strategy would produce, a situation which would be accompanied by a range of unforeseen consequences, especially for poor countries. The situation in Sweden is totally different, where agriculture is a marginal activity in large parts of the country. The depopulation of the Swedish countryside is mainly a social and cultural problem caused by weak labour markets. Besides alleviating these problems, rural revitalization in Sweden would mean pursuing a more efficient use of rural labour and other resources.

Diverse policies and measures have been introduced in countries across the world in order to try to meet the challenges presented by rural decline, including attempts to stimulate the rural economy by improving local infrastructures and restructuring dispersed settlement patterns (van der Ploeg et al., 2000; Cullingworth and Nadlin, 2002; Hassebrook, 2003; Bjorna and Aarsaether, 2009; Natsuda et al., 2012). The risk faced in these top-down policy, planning and investment initiatives is, however, that they may fail to conform to the real needs of local populations. Learning from such failures, local governments in rural areas facing depopulation increasingly call upon the collective self-reliance of people to shape and maintain their own living environments (Elshof and Bailey, 2015). As Richard E. Wood (2008, pp. xvii) highlights in his book Survival of Rural America, “Broad public policy and planning initiatives are interesting and, in some cases, necessary, but in the end the success of most communities individually, and of rural America as a whole, will depend more on the actions and commitment of the people who live there.”

This paper investigates the role played by bottom-up initiatives in revitalising rural areas in response to conditions of rural decline. The second section of the paper reviews the reasons why rural decline takes place and the forces that drive rural revival. In the third section, we analyse the role played by local stakeholders in rural revitalization, through two case studies: one in China and one in Sweden. The fourth section discusses the importance of bottom-up initiatives in rural revival and explores how such initiatives can be made to work successfully.

2. Theoretical interpretation of rural decline and rural revival

2.1. The exit-voice dichotomy

Rural decline and possible rural revival are results of intertwined actions undertaken by individuals, private organizations (primarily companies) and political organizations. This study takes its point of departure from the proposition that urbanization is driven by differences in living standards between places—differences which themselves originate from differences in productivity between rural agriculture and urban industry and services. Private companies exploit these productivity differences by establishing and expanding their operations in cities. Politicians at various levels in turn support such development by creating favourable conditions for urban business growth. Such a pattern is then reinforced by the theory of circular and cumulative causation and the notions of the “centre” and “periphery” first propounded by regional development theorists such as Gunnar Myrdal (1957) and John Friedmann (1966).2 According to this view, the growth of large urban centres contributes to the decline of small rural centres in a cumulative manner.

Individuals make the decision to move from the countryside to cities based on their consideration of information about labour markets and salaries, but also by virtue of other “soft” factors such as culture, career opportunities, social reasons, etc. In Hirschman’s (1970) terms, based on this information, individuals make their choice to “exit” (to leave). For Hirschman, the notion of exit is framed within a dichotomy which sets it against the notion of “voice”—a term that stands for the alternative choice to (rather than leave) stay and take action to improve a situation. Hirschman’s seemingly simple dichotomy can be, and has been, applied to virtually all areas of society: e.g., consumer behaviour, social relations, labour markets, associational membership, housing and migration. In this paper, we focus on the decision to migrate (“exit”) or stay and take action (“voice”).

While “exit” in this context denotes the act of leaving a rural community, the use of “voice” can take several forms. One form would be to initiate a new business activity as a complement to or replacement for existing agricultural activities, either as an individual or together with others. Another form would be to take political action with the aim of achieving politically sanctioned investments (for instance, in infrastructure or industry) in the rural area in question, and in this way kick-start or enhance processes that result in improved living standards.3 The extent to which such investments will be made depends on the strength of political pressure from below and on how these claims are received by political decision makers at higher levels.

What determines whether an individual chooses to exit or to use voice? Assuming that individuals’ decisions are based on some

---

2 Later on, these processes have been given more formalized, theoretical explanations by the New Economic Geography, e.g. in Krugman (1991) and Venables (1996).

3 “Voice” in public policy concerns of course not only the issues of depopulation that we focus on in this paper. For example, an application and development of the voice concept is Seneca’s “practical theory of the trinity of voice” that treats “…multistakeholder, multijobjective needs in complex environmental public policy processes” (Seneca, 2004, p. 22).
kind of rationality, the individual bases his or her choice on an (often implicit) estimation of the costs and the benefits of staying versus the costs and the benefits of leaving. The higher the positive difference in estimated net benefits for leaving compared with the net benefits for staying, the greater the number of individuals that will choose to exit. However, the costs and benefits of the two alternatives are influenced by a large number of factors. One important factor is to what extent the exercise of “voice” is even possible. This is determined by both individual and structural conditions. Individuals with access to economic, human and/or social capital normally have a greater possibility of using “voice” compared with individuals who have no or low access to these resources. As expressed by Seneca in 2004, voice is dependent on respect, courtesy, etc.) that in combination leads to influence. Structural conditions in a society such as the degree of democracy, power relations, mechanisms of resource allocation, access to education, etc., generally strongly impact on the possibility to use “voice”. Taken together, these personal and structural factors together constitute the general determinants of an individual’s use of voice for the purposes of achieving rural revival.

2.2. The driving forces of rural revival

During the urbanization process, peasants generally move to cities, a shift which inevitably induces conditions of rural decline. Despite this general pattern, however, a diverse range of factors are involved in revitalization efforts seeking to combat rural decline. Firstly, we note the importance of the process of “rural gentrification”, a term which has been increasingly used and applied in advanced post-industrial countries like the US and Spain in order to describe the transformation of rural communities by the migration of middle- and upper-class urban households to rural areas in reaction to their dissatisfaction with suburban living and their pursuit of a perceived higher quality of life available in the countryside (Nelson et al., 2010). The key features of this process include: increasing residential mobility, a preference for a “country lifestyle”, and the involvement of highly educated, qualified and affluent (that is, middle-class) migrants (Stockdale, 2010). Globalization, which has tended to benefit wealthy urban professionals, is widely recognized as having enabled these actors to relocate to high-amenity destinations and is thus highlighted as a key driver of rural gentrification (Nelson, 2005).

The rural restructuring of post-productive villages (Bowler et al., 1992; Marsden and Sonnino, 2008) has also established a platform for rural immigration and gentrification in a number of ways. Firstly, the amalgamation of farms and the substitution of machines for labourers have made the purchase of these properties possible for people moving from cities (Spencer, 1997). Secondly, economic restructuring has rendered rural economies much more similar in structure to their urban counterparts. Taking the US as an example, we note that the decline of the share of employment provided by the primary and secondary sectors in the period 1970–2000 was accompanied by significant increases in the tertiary sector, which provided 61.8% of the total employment (Vias and Nelson, 2006). As a result, the expanding rural service sector has attracted many new inhabitants who have been drawn to low-wage employment opportunities in the countryside (Naples, 2000; Torres et al., 2006; Nelson, 2007).

Local, regional and national planning policies have reduced many perceived disadvantages to living in a rural locality, a third factor that must be taken into account in building a nuanced image of the process of rural revitalization. In practical terms, improved communication and transportation technologies have made rural areas much less isolated than they were only a few decades ago. Satellite technology and the internet (along with the faxes and phones that preceded email) are among the most familiar aids, rendering distance virtually irrelevant in the transmission of information (Johnson and Beale, 1998). These changes radically increased the possibility for individuals to realise their preferences for a rural life (Stockdale et al., 2000).

3. Case studies from China and Sweden

Hirschman’s exit-voice dichotomy has often been used as a background for migration studies and intuitively it seems easy to apply it in relation to the phenomenon of rural depopulation and the attempts that have been made to prevent rural decline. However, the potential to use “voice” and the forms that “voice” can take are, as suggested in the preceding discussion, highly context-dependent. To investigate the diverse forms of “voice” possible, we have selected two case study villages, one in a country characterised by an advanced economy, Sweden, and one located in a country with a developing economy, China. Whilst both Sweden and China are characterised by rural depopulation outside of the zones of influence surrounding expanding cities, the two selected villages go against this general trend and have succeeded in revitalizing their local economies. They have, however, done this in different ways: in the Swedish case by developing tourism, in the Chinese case by developing agriculture.

3.1. Bottom-up initiatives in China’s rural revival

Rural China has experienced drastic transformations in recent decades (Long et al., 2011; Su et al., 2011). The country has witnessed the collapse of once flourishing township and village enterprises in the 1990s in response to economic restructuring. As a result of the urban bias that has for many decades characterised policy trajectories, rural areas severely lag behind cities in terms of income, infrastructure, social security and services like medical care and education. Both “push” and “pull” factors have subsequently driven large numbers of rural labourers to migrate to cities in order to chase their dreams of finding fortune. Although the Chinese government initiated a complete shift away from an urban-biased policy platform to one that comprehensively supports agriculture, villages and peasants at the beginning of the twenty-first century (Li et al., 2010; Li and Hu, 2015), the trend towards large-scale rural-urban migration has not been reversed and rural development capacity continues to be impaired due to the population losses being suffered.

Xiaoguan village should be the epitome of a depopulated rural village in China, however it has survived the onset of rural decline as the result of bottom-up initiatives led by its village committee, in which all village members are involved. 4 Xiaoguan village is located in Yangyuan, a county that is ranked as “poor” in national categorisations and that is located in Zhangjiakou city, Hebei Province (Fig. 1). Among the 188 rural households that make up the Xiaoguan community, 117 households are considered “poor”, earning an annual average per capita income that is below the national poverty line of 2300 Yuan ($376). Challenged by water shortages and low productivity due to saline land and a weak economy, Xiaoguan village, like many other villages of Yangyuan County, has experienced significant depopulation. In fact, 120 young adults of

4 This material was collected by interviews and questionnaires conducted by the authors in Xiaoguan village during the Third Party Appraisal of China’s Targeted Poverty Alleviation in June 2015. The appraisal was carried out by the Institute of Geographical Sciences and Natural Resources Research at the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
the total 547 villagers—a number which is around half of the village’s labourers—chose to “exit” and migrated to cities to work in 2011. This move severely impaired the endogenous development capacity of the village.

In 2012, driven by the ambition of “poverty alleviation and becoming rich”, the village cadres of Xiaoguan decided to develop a collective economy integrating all the households that make up their rural community. A share-based cooperative system for mutton sheep breeding was subsequently established in Xiaoguan, wherein each share cost 5000 Yuan and each household was supported in purchasing one share through a subsidy granted by the village committee. In order to account for income differences and the affordability of the shares for peasants, the most impoverished households were able to purchase their share at a fully subsidized rate; poor households received 4000 Yuan in subsidies, while the subsidies for ordinary households were 2000 Yuan. Wealthy households bought into the system at 5000 Yuan per share, without any subsidies. Besides these private share purchases, the village committee also holds a number of shares collectively, contributing collective-owned land also investing national funds in the scheme. As a result, over 4.1 million Yuan was mobilised and used for sheep breeding, mutton processing and sales. Following the same method, 209 vegetable greenhouses were constructed in the fall of 2013; the village households acted as shareholders in this scheme too. Once the vegetables in each of the greenhouses were sold, 400 Yuan was allocated for infrastructure construction and social public welfare in Xiaoguan village.

A range of benefits can be seen in Xiaoguan village as a result of this programme. First, the two cooperatives, which are managed by the village committee, work to bind together the interests of all the households of Xiaoguan village. Guided by the committee, capital, labourers, land and other production elements are mobilised for collective production. This contributes greatly to the enhancement of Xiaoguan’s development capacity. Second, as shareholders of the cooperative’s shares, each household can choose to work either in the cooperative or to work in cities. At present, over 90 villagers are employed in the sheep breeding and greenhouses management activities. With particular relevance to the themes explored in this paper, we note that 60 migrant workers have returned to Xiaoguan and joined the local industries in the period following the initiation of the programme. The diversified income sources and returns on shares have brought about a sharp increase in households’ incomes in Xiaoguan village. In 2014, the peasants’ per capita net income reached 8100 Yuan; it was only 2000 Yuan in 2011. The rural collective’s annual income increased by approximately 300,000 Yuan in this period. Thirdly, in together approaching the dream of becoming rich, peasants in Xiaoguan village found themselves increasingly united. As there are more villagers coming back to the village from other locations, a strong sense of mutual aid, solidarity and common prosperity has emerged among the peasants. The trust of villagers in the village committee and cadres was also strengthened. In this process, the village committee of Xiaoguan managed to enhance its credibility and prestige, which contributes positively to the management and governance of the village in the future.

The success of Xiaoguan’s survival lies in the strong leadership of its village committee, which initiated a common sense and ambitious attempt to rid their village of poverty and become rich (Fig. 2). This created a belief among all the villagers that through collective action and strength, they could revitalise Xiaoguan and combat the decline induced by depopulation. In this process, decisions were made by widely incorporating stakeholders’ interests. Many meetings were held to discuss what to do and how to do it. Peasants’ views and opinions were heard and respected, while constructive and practicable suggestions were adopted. Thus, motivated by the lure of common prosperity, peasants in Xiaoguan village took the village cadres’ suggestions regarding development strategies and worked jointly in new initiatives for economic growth. The result is satisfying: rural revitalisation is evident and both the rural collective and each household benefit from this development.

3.2. Rural revival through local social capital: experiences from Åre, Sweden

Rural Sweden experienced a decline from 1945 onwards (although this decline was also seen in many regions before the Second World War too). Whilst the 1970s seemed, as a result of a strong expansion in the public sector at the local level, to mark a slowing of this decline, since the emergence of the knowledge economy in the 1980s, rural decline resumed in most parts of Sweden. There are, however, exceptions to this rule: rural areas in close proximity to the bigger and expanding cities have increased their populations and become integrated into those urban areas, and there also exist a number of remote rural areas that have been able to “swim against the tide” and even increase their population. The mountain village of Åre in Jämtland County is an example of one such successful rural revival in Sweden.

Åre is both a settlement and one of Scandinavia’s leading ski resorts. The town is situated within the municipality of Åre, which has a total population of 10,400 inhabitants, of which about 1400 inhabitants live in the settlement itself (Fig. 3). Tourism accounts for 25% of the municipality’s economy, most notably through the downhill skiing and biking resorts in Åre and Storlien. The growth in tourism has resulted in the development of hotels, recreational and shopping opportunities in the area.

Rural decline in Sweden had caused an increasing use of “voice” in rural areas and as a result regional policies have been introduced in order to tackle the depopulation of rural areas in northern Sweden. One such successful rural revival in Sweden is the town of Åre in the Jämtland region.

5 In China, the village committee and the cadres are elected by all village members following a “one person, one vote” system. Thus, the committee and the cadres represent the interests of all the villagers.

6 This section is partly based on Nordin and Westlund (2009). Interviews and analysis of local newspaper articles on Åre for that article were performed by Sara Nordin at the Mid-Sweden University.
Sweden. The first of these policies was adopted in 1965. Whilst at first policies focused solely on the manufacturing industry, in the 1970s the scope of political action was expanded in order to take into account parts of the service sector. Political "voice" became the starting point for large, national government-funded investments in a cableway, ski lifts and hotels in Åre. The investments in this period would likely never have been made without state funding and support, and this triggered a phase of growth.

The 1980s was a period of expansion for Åre, wherein many new external private actors invested in the town. It was also a time when local government in Åre began to play an increasingly important role in promoting local entrepreneurship. In this way, local government became a strong voice for long-term growth by developing the tourism industry. The recession of the early 1990s meant that many of the external "fortune-hunters" went bankrupt, and in response local private firms, with support from local government, took the initiative to form a joint strategy for the destination, a platform for shared values and attitudes towards its guests. A growing view that cooperation was the only way to regain the previous growth emerged. This created much joint (local) social capital in Åre. The work of the community focused on developing a "destination-embracing strategy," creating a sense of joint responsibility for the destination as well as increasing communication and dialogue—values and norms that had not been frequently discussed previously (Nordin and Westlund, 2009). When the successful years of the 1980s were replaced by the hard times spawned by the recession, the destination of Åre had a common platform to lean on, and the population continued to grow, in contrast to most other depopulating mountainous places in Sweden (Fig. 4).

The latter part of the 1990s and the first years of the 2000s marked the appearance of new external "voices". In contrast to the 1980s, these new actors were bigger, and had their own commercial company cultures and external professional business networks. Initially, the new actors almost solely focused on their own businesses and cared little about the rest of the village. This created value conflicts with those actors who in the period following the recession had developed a joint strategy for handling common interests. The presence of these new major actors also produced a sense of fear and powerlessness among some of the smaller
companies.

Simultaneously, the entrance of new actors in the first years of the 2000s marked a strong rejuvenation of Åre. The resort town began reaching out to new customers and markets. More family-oriented and internationally focused, the destination worked hard to extend its tourist season and came up with a new destination governance solution based on public-private cooperation. Tourism has to a greater extent turned into a “real” industry there. However, there are also potential problems with dominating external owners. The “voice” of external stakeholders has increased even further. It is now no longer self-evident that profits will be reinvested in Åre, but redistributed to shareholders and other destinations.

Generally, the great ski interest is a uniting factor in Åre—this was true in the 1970s and is still true today. This is a value that has deep roots in the village, but that also has managed to survive, and it is probably fair to describe it as a value shared by a majority of the population. The volunteer work around big ski competitions has played a significant role in the development of the destination and in keeping the villagers together. Hence the local ski association can be described as a central “voice”, but one that has lost influence as the growth has continued. A tight, informal network of local people also has its origins in this local ski association. The members of the association and this network are strongly embedded in the village, they share a sincere interest in skiing and they have also had an interest in the way Åre has developed. Using their influence and their connections, this existing network has attempted to affect the development of their town, even trying to force some newer actors who they have described as “insincere” to shut up shop. The network acts as a symbol of Åre’s social capital.

Åre’s social capital has developed and transformed during the locality’s growth from a village to an international ski resort. From a voice and exit perspective, Åre has shown much more voice than most comparable villages and rural areas in Sweden, but Åre has also been able to attract new and stronger voices in the form of international tourism companies. The case of Åre demonstrates the importance of possessing “multi-level voices”: local villagers and small entrepreneurs; political actors at local, regional and even national level; and international companies. Another lesson from Åre lies in the ability of the various actors and stakeholders to adapt to each other and realize their common interests in developing the ski resort by speaking with a common voice towards both customers and the regional and national governments. Thus, the success of Åre is not the result of a single factor or actor, but instead a result of a continuous interplay between actors at different levels and sectors, and diverse combinations of their resources.

While the renewal of Åre has primarily been a commercial success, its social achievements should also be recognised. In the peak season, Åre village can be described as a miniature version of the city centre of the country’s capital, Stockholm: this vibrancy makes Åre one of the few rural spots able to attract young people with the lure of an urban lifestyle.

Åre’s development into an international ski resort has not, however, been to the benefit of everyone, and not every stakeholder’s voice has been able to influence the trajectory taken. Among the older generation of ski tourists, criticism had been raised against the increased commercialisation of the village. The group that is affected to the greatest extent by the growing mountain tourism is the indigenous Sami population and their reindeer husbandry. Snowmobile driving and skiing in the spring can scatter reindeer herds and even worse disturb the reindeer calving so that reindeer cows leave their new-born calves. All stakeholders, as such, have not had the access, standing and influence that Senecah (2004) describes as essential to rural renewal.

4. Discussion and conclusion

The two case studies presented here allow similar findings to be drawn in terms of the role played by bottom-up initiatives in revitalizing declining rural areas, in spite of the huge socioeconomic and political differences between China and Sweden. The success of Xiaoguan village and of Åre lies in the local stakeholders’ strong “voices” and desire to “become rich”, to create new employment opportunities and to conquer conditions of economic recession. These ambitions, the case studies suggest, act as a form of glue, a social capital able to hold people and groups together through their desire to working jointly and in line with similar values and attitudes—even if, as in the case of Åre, not every stakeholder was included in those who had “voice”. Development almost always takes place at the expense of some groups’ interests and the exclusion of indigenous voices must therefore be denounced as a clear ethical failure in the case of Åre.

Local social capital can serve as a platform for collaboration and interplay with different external actors and sectors. In this process, the endogenous development capability of communities is strengthened and local social capital enhanced when increased unity, cooperation and trust is developed.

Can bottom-up initiatives like those discussed in this paper succeed in revitalizing any depopulating rural area? The answer is mixed: yes, in certain cases, they can, but it is difficult to achieve revitalisation everywhere in the same manner. The case of Xiaoguan village shows that a strong leadership that motivates and leads the local peasants might be decisive. The village committee and the cadres, who both possessed a high level of prestige, acted as

![Fig. 4. Population change in major Swedish mountain destinations 1990–2010. Index:1990 = 100. Source: Statistics Sweden.](image-url)
the driving force in generating the initiatives and facilitating the process. The Åre case speaks to the way in which even a conscious-ness of the crisis can act as the key to soliciting collaboration for the joint development of a place. This is essentially what took place in Åre when the recession forced inhabitants and local busi-nesses to choose to either exit or to exercise voice and action. This awareness and common sense made actors in the private, public and tertiary sector work together against the challenges they mutually faced, and to shift from a predominantly competitive attitude to one based more on values of local cooperation. In both cases, strong leadership either by a local committee, local govern-ment or leading stakeholders played an important role in aggregating the resources and strength required to achieve a rural revival.

We must not neglect the importance of the roles played by national and regional governments in working with communities to ensure that they adopt a strategic approach to economic develop-ment, and in providing regional communities with some of the tools to overcome the considerable challenges they face. The two cases discussed here demonstrate that revitalisation efforts suc-cede when bottom-up initiatives align with governmental regional plans and policies, and the internal initiatives of local stakeholders work in combination with the external assistance and support that can be provided by government. These findings highlight the importance of integrating local stakeholders’ “voices” into national social and economic development plans, which con-stitutes a key task for government. Governments can also help rural communities in restructuring and redefining themselves by work-ing to improve economic efficiencies and public services while building strong local identities.

Many small villages and towns in China, Sweden and the rest of the developing and developed world face enormous challenges as we move deeper into the twenty-first century. We can expect a greater number of schools, local industries and stores to be closed, more land abandoned, more facilities left unused and more communi-ties to wither and die, if depopulation continues apace. As we emphasized in the opening of this paper, such a result not only heralds the onset of deep social and cultural problems, as well as signalling the underutilisation of resources, but might also in the case of China lead to problems in food security at a global level. Given that these are the stakes, it is clearly necessary to pursue revitalisation in the face of rural decline. In conversations on the importance of bottom-up initiatives in revitalising communities’ development capacities, a tendency exists to discuss industrial development and the creation of jobs; however, as the cases dis-cussed in this paper suggest, the creation of desirable rural life-styles is equally important. Whilst young people may leave their home villages as a result of shortages of jobs, it is also true that they are attracted by the lure of urban life (its facilities, services and the social amenities)—as such, both economic and social development is to be encouraged simultaneously in the pursuit of a rural revival.

We have provided two examples of rural settlements that in very different contexts seemed to swim against the tide of decline by actively renewing their economies. In spite of the enormous differences between a poor Chinese village and a peripheral but wealthy tourism destination in Northern Europe, we located a se-ries of common traits in their respective success. Through these case studies, we were able to show how actions based on local conditions and context, cooperation, joint goals, and strong lead-ership, it was possible for the two villages to unite, to raise their voices and to attract external support from business and from government.

The relative importance of endogenous voices, resources and factors in rural revitalization constitutes a fruitful subject for future research. The way in which some voices are not heard or are silenced is also stressed as constituting an important problem for future work in this field.
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